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51. INTRODUCTION 
IN THIS paper we give a proof of an algorithm for computing the homology of manifolds defined by 
complete intersections of Brieskorn varieties. In particular we prove the algorithm conjectured 
by Orlik[7] for the homology torsion of Brieskorn manifolds. We also compute the homology of 
the orbit space of a certain S’-action on these manifolds. 
Let 
fi(Z,r...,tn+m n+m )=F,oijz,““,i=l,..., 171 
be a collection of complex polynomials. Let V = fi Vi, where Vi is the locus of zeroes of fi. With 
i=, 
di = 1.c.m. (ail,. . . , ai,.+,) and qir = dilaii we suppose 
(i) V is the complete intersection of the Vi. 
(ii) V has an isolated singularity at the origin. 
(iii) qij is independent of i. (and so we define qi = q+) 
If (i), (ii), (iii) hold, we will say that V is a generalized Brieskorn variety and 
K = V n sXn+mFl c c:.*nt is a generalized Brieskorn manifold. K is an (n -2)-connected 
(2n - l)-dimensional smooth, closed manifold [33. There is an action of the circle group S’ on K 
given by 
t(z,, . * . , z.+,) = (t%,, . . . , tq”+-z.+m) (1) 
for t E S’. Let K* = K/S’. We will compute HJK; Z) and H,(K*;Z). 
Brieskorn [l] considered these manifolds with m = 1 and Hamm [4] has considered them 
under the assumption that eij, not just qij, be independent of i. They are each able to determine 
when K is a homotopy sphere. The general determination of H,(K; ii!) is of special interest 
because 
(i) if n is odd, H,(K ; Z) comes close to classifying K (as a topological manifold); in some 
cases H,(K ; 2’) does classify K. If n is even, H,(K; Z) and the linking pairing on the 
torsion subgroup of H,_,(K; Z) almost classify K topologically. See [2], [12], and [13] for 
details. 
(ii) V is the open cone over K with cone point at the origin, so that K completely describes 
the topology of V. 
In §2 we compute the rational homology of K and K*, while in 93 we state and prove the 
algorithm for computing the homology torsion. We conclude with a brief discussion of the 
general weighted homogeneous case and the algebraic problem stated in [7]. 
92. THE RATIONAL HOMOLOGY OF K AND K* 
The S’-action on K is fixed-point free, so that K* is a rational homology manifold and the 
orbit map 7~: K --) K * has a rational Gysin sequence: 
-tH,_,(K*)-,H,(K)~H,(K*)-,H,_,(K*)-, (2) 
(Except where otherwise stated, we use rational coefficients in this section.) 
tPart of this material appeared in the author‘s University of Wisconsin Ph.D. Thesis, written with the much appreciated 
guidance of Professor Peter Orlik. Preparation of this paper was partially supported by NSF GP-38878. 
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Remark. Since K is (n -2)-connected, H,(K) = 0 unless c.I = 0, n - 1, n, 2n - 1. Let 
K = rank@“-,(K; 2)). Then by duality and the universal coefficient theorem, H, (K; Z) is free on 
K generators. (unless n = 1, when rank(H,(K; Z)) = K + 1.) 
THEOREM 1. 
QK,q=n-1 
0, otherwise I 
(By Q” we mean the direct sum of K copies of Q.) 
Let e(X) denote the euler characteristic of X. 
COROLLARY 1. K = (-l)“-‘(e(K*)- n). 
Corollary I and the computation of e(K*) in 19, Theorem 2.4.11 or [Ill give an explicit 
expression for K: Let tr, = g.c.d. (ql,. . . , &,. . . , qn+m). Then since dl = km. (all,. . . , a~.~+~) 
and qJ = dl/alJ, we have g.c.d. (41,. . . , qnim ) = 1 and (ti, tj) = 1, for if j. Therefore 4; = qJ/kyj tk 
is an integer. Further, arr/tr is an integer, and we can set dl = I.c.m.(ail/fl,. . . , ~t,~+~/t~+~). Let 
D’ = d:. ..d,L, and Q’=qi...qh+,. Finally, let r, be the coefficient of xs in s (1 - d:x + 
i-l 
I2 2 (di)x -* - +) and let J, run over all k-element subsets of J = {1,2,. . . , n + m}. 
THEOREM 2. [9] or [l 11 
Proof of Theorem 1. This is easy for q # n - 1, using the Gysin sequence (2) and the fact that 
K has many trivial homology groups. 
If q = n - 1, the Gysin sequence is 
If n > 1 is odd, this becomes 
O-, Q* -*EL-,(K*)+ Q +O, 
giving the result. (n = 1 is trivial.) If n is even we have 
-&Q+Q”+H,_,(K*)-0. 
We will show that p# 0. Let K, be the generalized Brieskorn 
homogeneous polynomials 
gi(z)= ,z, aiJz?, i = 1,. . . ,m. 
manifold defined by the 
Define 4(z) = ((z,q(z))“, . . . , (z,,+,,,~(z))~=+-), where g : K, + (0, ~0) is chosen so that I+(z)1 = 1.0: 
K, + K is equivariant and thus induces JI : K1 * + K *. We obtain a commutative diagram of Gysin 
sequences 
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Since $ iS finite-to-one, I& and $“_* are isomorphisms. Further, 7~~: K,+ Kt* has an integral 
@sin sequence in which p,: H,,(K,*,Z)~Z+lL--2(K,*;Z)sZ is multiplication by 2.d~. . . d,. 
Therefore pl is a rational isomorphism, hence p is also. Thus I-L-,(K*)s Q”. 
This completes the study of rational homology. 
$3. HOMOLOGY TORSION 
We now turn our attention to a more delicate problem, computing the torsion subgroup of 
H,-,(K; Z) or H,(K*; Z). For H,-,(K; Z) with rn = 1 the following algorithm was conjectured 
by Orlik[7]. Our proof gives an algorithm for generalized Brieskorn manifolds and as a bonus 
gives the torsion in H,(K*; Z). 
We now state the algorithm: Let J = {1,2,. . . , n + m 1 and let J, denote any ordered s -element 
subset of J. That is, if J, = G,, . . . , jS} we require jl < jz < * . * C jS. We let I, = {iI,. . . , i,} be any 
ordered t-element subset of J,. A = (aij) is an m x (n + m) matrix. Let A (Js) be the m x s matrix 
consisting of columns j,, . ..,jS of A. Let K(J,)={z E K]rj=Ofor jE JS). 
Let K(K) = K(A) = rank fin-,(K) and K(K(J,)) = K(A(J,)) =rank fis-,-,(K(J,)). These 
ranks may be computed from Corollary 1 and Theorem 2. Let K of the empty matrix be 1. Then 
for m = 1 these K’S agree with those of Orlik’s conjecture, since by [6] rank l%-z(K(Js)) = 
rs (-r Lpi 
3 
1.c.m. {ai Ii E It}’ 
We then set 
I 
1, n+m-sodd 





k(J,) = &+-m-s. K(~s) 
k,(&) = En+m--s,q. KtJs) 
These k’s will determine the number of torsion generators. 
NOW let C(0) = g.c.d. (ail, . . . , a,,,,,,) and inductively define, for J, C J, 
Notice, as pointed out in [7], that C(J,) is just that part of g.c.d. {qijlj E JS} which is not a 
common divisor of any larger set of Uij properly containing {qij\j E JS}. The following easy 
lemma gives some useful properties of the C(J,). 
LEMMA 0. (i) g.c.d. (C,(L), CI(JS))> 1 implies II C J, or J, C 1,. 
(ii) di = II Ci(JS). 
(iii) qJ = iC,(J,), the product taken over all J, containing j. 
(iv) g.c.d. {qJ lj E It} = IIC,(J,), the product taken over all J, containing I,. 
(v) Ci(JS) is independent of i unless J, = 8. 
By (v) of Lemma 0 we may define C(J,) = Ci(JS) for J, # 0. We define C(Q) by 
C(Q) = fi C,(Q). ,<g, C(L)“-‘. 
i=l 
These C(J,) determine the orders of various torsion elements. 
Remark. The definition of C(0) above corrects a mistake in the statement of the algorithm in 
[lo], where the exponent (m -t) was not present. 
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We now let dJ = II C(.I,), dJ,4 = D C(J,), r = max{k(JS)]JS C .I}, and r, = 
k(J.F=i k,(J,P=J 
max {k,(J,jJ, C J}. Define Tar(A) = Z/d,2 @ . . . @ Z/d,Z and Tar,(A) = Zld,.,Z @ . . . @ 
Z/d,+,Z. Denote by Tar(G) the torsion subgroup of a finitely generated abelian group G. 
THEOREM 3. (i) Tor(H,-,(K; Z) = Tar(A) 
(ii) Tor(H, (K*; Z)) z ~~,(‘$‘~‘~s~ - 2 
Before proving Theorem 3 we give a numerical example. Let n = 4, m = 1, and 
A =(410151518). Then C({1,5})=5, C({3,4})=2, C({l,2})=3, C({2,3,4,5})=2, 
C({l, 2,3,4}) = 3 and all others are 1. Correspondingly 
but 
K({1,5})= k({1,5}‘)= kz({l,5})= 1 
K({3,4})=k({3,4})=kz({3,4})= 14 
K({l,2]) = k({l, 2)) = kz({l, 2)) = 1 
K({2,3,4,5}) = k({2,3,4,5}) = 300 
K({1,2,3,4]) = k({l, 2,3,4}) = 66, 
kz({2,3,4,5}) = kz({l ,2,3,4}) = 0. 
Thus 
Tar(A) = Z/1802 @ (Z/12Z)13 @ (Z/6Z)52@ (Z/2Z)*34 
TodA) G Z/302 @ (Z/2Z)13. All others are 0. 
Proof of Theorem 
coefficients in Z(p), 
{fI(n, p) = 11.) Note 
3. Unless otherwise noted all homology and cohomology will have 
the ring of integers localized at the prime ideal (p). Z(P) = 
that: 
ZOZ(p)=Z(p) z *Z(p)=0 
Zlp’mZ@Z(p)=Zlp’Z Zlp’mZ *Z(p)=0 
where @ and * denote tensor and torsion product respectively, and (p, m) = 1. 
Thus the p-torsion of I&(X; Z) is the same as the torsion subgroup of H,(X; Z(p)). 
The proof proceeds by induction. For n = 1 it is trivial. For n = 2 the result follows from 
[8,2.5 and 3.61 as noted in [7] for the case m = 1. We briefly sketch the proof. From [8,2.5], 
Tor(H,(K; Z)) z Tor(T(K)), where T(K) is the abelian group with generators {h, g,, . . . , gk} and 
relations 
bh+g,+...+gr,=O 
p,h + argf = 0, I=l,...,k 
Here ((Ye, p,) satisfies 0 < PI < al, (cw[, fit) = 1, and corresponds to an orbit of the S’ action (1) with 
isotropy group Z,, and slice representation Z,, * U(1) given by u H exp (2&J/a,), where 
vJPJ = -1 (moda,). We have (on, VI) = (fJ, (?j) for some j where Ifj = qJ(mod tJ) and 0 < cfi < tJ. The 
number of orbits with invariants (tJ, (51) is k({l,. . . ,I,. . . , n + m}) . -b is an obstruction to 
extending a certain cross-section and by [8,3.6], 
b = nd,/IIqj + 2 /3,/a. 
In particular, if the action is free Tor(H,(K; Z)) = ZlbZ. By Lemma 0, 
fi n Ci(Js) 
,g Q C(Js) 
= fi C(0). ,<-J, [cutr 
I 
and b = C(0), as expected from the algorithm (tJ = 1 implies C(Z,+,) = 1). 
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If the action is not free, a slightly more complicated calculation gives the result. It turns out 
n+-m 
that the /?, have no effect, and in genera1 h has order C(0) * II ti. 
j=I 
We thus have the result for n = 1 and n = 2. To complete the induction we consider n > 2, 
assume the result true for dim(K) < 2n - 1, and show that the result is true for dim(K) = 2n - 1. 
We will first suppose that tj = 1 for all j = 1,. . . , n + m where as before tj = 
g.c.d.(ql,. . . , cj,, . . . . qn+m ). Fix a prime p and let L, = {z E Klp divides lSz’I}, with IS,‘I 
denoting the order of the isotropy group at z of the S’ action (1). Observe that L, = {z E K I.zi = 0 
if p does not divide qi}. Since all f, = 1, Lp has codimension at least four in K. That is, p fails to 
divide at least two qj, Pick the two smallest indices for which this happens, say j and k, and define 
L = {z E K Izj = zk = 0). To simplify notation we permute indices so that j * 1 and k H 2 and 
assume that p does not divide q1 or q2. Thus in this notation L = {z E K/z, = z2 = O}. L has 
codimension four in K, and L, C L. (As we will see in the course of the proof, the choice of L is 
not critical as long as L, C L and codim(L) = 4. The above choice is made merely to fix L.) 
Let N’ be an S’-invariant tubular neighborhood of L, N = fl’, and let M = K -N’. Then 
there are orbit maps 7~: M + M*, 7~: N + N*, 7~: L + L *. (We denote all orbit spaces by * and all 
orbit maps of the action (1) by rr.) We will show that Tor(H&L)) = Tor(H,-r(K)) so long as 
fj = 1. 
We remark for later use that if S’ acts on a space X so that the action has no fixed points and 
all isotropy subgroups have order relatively prime to p, then there is a Gysin sequence with Z(p) 
coefficients. If the space is a manifold we have duality over Z(p) for the orbit space. Also, by 
considering the mapping cylinder of the action, one can prove a form of the Thorn isomorphism 
theorem. (over Z(p)). 
LEMMA 1. (i) H,(M;z)=O,forq#0,3,n-l,n,n+l andH,+dM;Z) isfree. 
(ii) H,(M*)=O, for q#0,2, n - 1, n, and Tor(H.(M*))=O. 
Proof, To prove (i), write down the integral ong exact sequence of the pair (K, M) and 
replace H,(K, M; Z) by H ‘“-‘-‘(L ; Z) by using the isomorphisms H,(K, M; Z) = 
H,(N, 8N; Z) E H2”-4-‘(N; Z) z H2”-q-’ (L; Z) given by excision, duality, and deformation 
retraction. The result then follows easily because K is (n -2)-connected 
(n - 4)-connected. 
and L is 
(ii) follows from the Z(p) Gysin sequence 
OH,-,(M*)~H,(M)-,H,(M*)~H,-2(M*)~ (3) 
together with (i). 
LEMMA 2. Tor(H,-,(L;Z))=Tor(H.(aM;Z))zTor(H,(M;Z)). 
Proof. The first isomorphism follows from the Kiinneth formula since L has trivial normal 
bundle N in K and so dM = aN = L x S3. 
The second isomorphism follows from the exact sequence 
(4) 
By duality, Lemma 1, and the universal coefficient theorem for cohomology we have 
H,,+,(M, aM; Z) 3 H”-‘(M; z) = 0. Similarly, H,(M, aM; Z) = H”-‘CM; Z) is torsion-free. Thus 
Tor(H.(aM;Z))=Tor(H.(M;z)). 
(The reader may have noticed that H”-‘(M) = 0 only if n f 2,5. If n = 2 or n = 5 a special 
argument is necessary. Similar problems arise throughout. Suffice it to say that there are no 
difficulties for n > 5, and it is not difficult to provide special arguments whenever necessary for 
n 5 5; see [9]. We will henceforth not worry about (or even mention) such exceptional cases). 
LEMMA 3. Tor(H. (M)) = Tor(H,-,(M*)) = Tor(H,_,(M)). 
Proof. We use the Z(p) Gysin sequence (3). Upon applying Lemma 1 this gives 
o+H,-~(M*)+ H.(M)+H.(M*)+. 
Since Tor(H,, (M*)) = 0, we have the first isomorphism. Also, 
+ H&M*)+ H,-,(M)+ H,-,(M*)+ H.-,(M*)* 
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completing the proof. 
LEMMA 4. Tor(H,-,(M; Z)) = Tor(H,-,(K; Z)). 
Proof. With Z coefficients, 
But H,(K, M) = H,(N, alv) = H”-‘(N) = H”-‘(L) = 0 and H,-,(K, M) = H”(L) = 0, giving the 
result. 
Thus Lemmas 2,3, and 4 show that AX,_~(L) and H,-,(K) have the same p-torsion if rj = 1 for 
all j. By induction we know that the algorithm gives the correct p-torsion for H,-,(L ). Therefore 
we will have completed the induction step for the prime p when all tt = 1 if we show that the 
algorithm gives the same p-torsion for H,-,(L) and H.-I(K). 
Recall that L = K II {z, = zz = 0). Let J, C {3,4,. . . , n + m}. Now in applying the algorithm 
for L we compute CL(Js) by considering J, C {3,4,. . . , n + m}. When we apply the algorithm 
for K we compute C,(A) by considering .I, C {1,2,. . . , n + m}. In general, CK (Js) will not equal 
C, (Js). However, because of the way we chose L, we are able to show as follows that p ’ divides 
CK(J,) if and only if p’ divides C=(J,): Since L, C L, p does not divide 41 or 42. qj = di/ar, thus 
implies that p” divides di = 1.c.m. {ail,. . . , u,.~+,,,} if and only if pE divides ari, for j = 1,2. It 
follows that p ’ divides g.c.d. {al ,, . . . , u~.~.,.,,,} if and only if p’ divides g.c.d. {a,~, . . . , a~.,+,}. This 
shows that for all i, p’ divides (C),(0) if and only if p’ divides (C)L(~). 
We next show for any j E (3,. . . , n + m} that p’ divides G(G)) if and only if p’ 
divides CL (0’)). By definition, CL C(i)) = g.c.d. {a,~, . . . , cl,,, . . . , t.~l.~+~ }/(CJL(B)diviye~ 
G(G)) = g.c.d. {a,,, . . . , dli,. . . , ~I,,+.,}/(CI)K(~). But as before, if p’ 
g.c.d.{a13,. . . , (iI,, . . . , u,,,,+,,,}, ps divides g.c.d. {all,. . . , (ill,. . . , Q~.~+,,,}. Since p’ divides 
(C,), (0) if and only if p ’ divides (C,),(B), the result follows. Proceeding in this way one proves 
the result for any J, C {3,4,. . . , n + m}. 
We must also show that if I, !Z {3,4, . . . , n + m}, p does not divide C,(L). This is easy, since 
if p divides C,(L), Lemma 0, (iii) implies p divides q~, for any j E I,. But 1 E 1, or 2 E I,, and p 
does not divide q, or q2, giving a contradiction. 
Finally, it is clear that K(Js) is the same whether computed for K or for L. 
Thus the algorithm assigns isomorphic p-torsion to H.-,(L) and Hn-l(K), and the induction 
step is completed for the prime p when tj = 1 for all j. The induction step is completed in the case 
ti = 1 by letting p range over all primes; in general we must pick a different L for each p. 
We next drop the assumption that tj = 1. We define L,, as before and choose L containing L, 
as before, but so that L has codimension 2in K. We define M, iV, etc. as before, using this new 
submanifold L. 
LEMMA 5. For M defined above we have 
(i) H,(M;Z)=O, q#O,l,n-l,n 
H, (M; Z) is free 
(ii) H,(M*)=O, q#O, n - 1 
Tor(H,-,(M*)) = 0. 
Proof. Similar to that of Lemma 1. 
Now let K. be the generalized Brieskorn manifold defined by the polynomials 
“tltl 
hi(z,, . . . , z,,,) = c. (Yi,Z;‘J”J, i=l,...,m. 
j-l 
Thus K. satisfies the hypotheses of Lemmas 1-4, and Tor(H.-,(K,; Z)) is known. Define KI by 
the polynomials 
“+#?I 
gi(ZI* . . . , Z,+,) = OJile’ + C (YijZfii""9 i=l,...,m ,=2 (6) 
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and consider the commutative diagram 
The vertical maps are induced by 4: KI * Ko, a t,-fold cover branched along LI = 
{z E K+, =o}. In fact, 4*: H.(K,,M,)+H,(Ko,Mo) is multiplication by h, since 
H.(KI,M,)=H.(L, x D~,L,+S’)=H.(K~,M~) and 4: L, x(D2, S’)+L1 x(D2, S’) is given 
by 4(x, Z) = (x, ~~1). Therefore 4,: H.-2(L1) @ H@, S’)-K-2(L)@ Hz(D2, S’) is given by 
4*(a @ 1) = a @ t1. 
H~_,(K,,M,)~H~_,(Ko,Mo)2H,_,(L,xD2,L,xS’)~H,-s(LI)~O, since LI is (n-3)- 
connected. 
The commutative diagram 
o_,H”_,(M,)~H”-1(MI*)~O 
I I 4. $. 
o_,H”_,(Mo)-,H”-*(Mo*)~o 
(8) 
(where 4 induces +) resulting from the Gysin sequences for P : A4 + M *, i = 0, 1 shows that 
4*: H._,(M,)+ H._,(A&) is an isomorphism, since it is easily seen that 9 is a homeomorphism. 
(Incidentally, (8) also shows Tor(H.-,(Mi)) = 0.) 
By continuing (7) to the left and counting ranks one can show that im(i,: Hm(Ki)+ 
H,,(Ki, Mi)) is a torsion group for i = 0,l. Therefore for i = 0,l any non-torsion element of 
H,,(Ki, Mi) does not go to zero in the free Z(p) module H.-,(Mi). 
Collecting these comments and applying them to (7) we get 
no torsion 
H.(K,, M,): H,-,(MI)+ H.-I(KI)+O 
H,,(Ko, M& H,-,(Mo)+ HAKo)+O 
no torsion 
Since rank (H,(Ko, MO)) = rank (H.(Kl, MI)) = K(L) and tl= C({i, 2,. . . , n + m}) (by 
Lemma 0, (iv)), this gives the result for K,. We repeat for t2, ts, . . . , f,+,; this completes the 
proof of Theorem 3, (i). 
We now study H,(K*). We continue to assume that the codimension of L in K is two. 
LEMMA 6. Tor(H,(N*)) = Tor(H,(K*)) for 4 # n - 2. 
Proof. For the pair (K*, IV*) we have 
-H,+,(K*,N*)~H,(N*)-,H,(K*)-,H,(K*,N*)-, (9) 
exact. But Hqll(K*, N*) = Hq+,(M*, JM*) = H2”-4-3 (M*) by excision and duality. (aiU* is the 
image of aM under P.) Similarly, H,(K*, IV*) = H 2”-q-2(M*). By Lemma 5 and universal 
coefficient heorems, H2”-‘-’ (M*)=Ounless2n-q-3=Oorn-l,i.e.unlessq=2n-3or 
n - 2. Also H2”-q-2(M*) 3 0 unless 4 = 2n - 2 or n - 1. In any case Tor(H*(M*)) = 0, so that (9) 
gives the result unless q = 2n - 3 or n - 2. But for q = 2n - 3, H2,-,(lV*) ~0 gives 
Hzn+(K*) = 0. 
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A simple number theory argument. like that given for H,-,(K) now shows that Lemma 6 
completes the induction step for Theorem 3, (ii), except for q = n - 2. This case is handled by the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 7. Tar,+(A) = Tor(K-z(K*; Z)). 
Proof. It is known (see [9]) that we may choose our L to have codimension four when we 
study X*. That is, K* is homeomorphic to Ko* defined by the polynomials (5). Thus we may 
assumet,=I,j=l,... , n + m. (Notice that in the algorithm tj has no effect on Tor(H,(K*)). So 
we choose L of codimension four for some fixed p. Let M, be the mapping cylinder of 
P: K + K*. (i&f, = K x [0, II/(x, 1) - (tx, 1) for t E S’.) Let X’ = K x (0) C A4,. Then ikf, and K* 
have the same homotopy type and K-&K) = Hn-4Kr X’). 
For any subset Y of K*, define the restriction of (M,, X’) to Y to be the pair ((a’)-‘(Y), 
(r’)-‘(Y) II X’) where P’(x, t) = P(X). Since the S’-action on M has all isotropy of order prime 
to p, there is a “Z(p) Thorn isomorphism” Hq-z(M*) = H,(G, G), where (G, G) is the restriction 
of (i&,X’) to M*. A similar isomorphism holds for aM*. Using these isomorphisms and a 
Mayer-Vietoris argument one can show Tor(H,&4,, X’)) = Tor(H,-z(F, F;)), where (F, F) is 
the restriction of (M,, X’) to N*. Finally, since L* is a deformation retraction of N*, (E, ,??>, the 
restriction of (M,,, X’) to L *, is a deformation retraction of (F, P). 
So far we have Tor(H,...&%f,,)) =Tor(H.-z(E, 8). 
The S’-action on K induces an S’-action on L which is not necessarily effective. Let Z, be 
the maximal subgroup of S’ fixing L, and divide S’ by Z, to get an effective action. The mapping 
cylinder pair of the orbit map of this S’-action is clearly homeomorphic to (E, I?). There is a 
submanifold Lo of L, Lo = {z E L : (IS,‘\‘) > 1). Here S.’ is the isotropy group at z with respect 
to the effective action. Take L, 3 Lo such that L, has codimension two in L, and define MI, N1, 
aN, = aM, as usual. Then there is the following commutative diagram: ((H,, 8,) is (E, I?;) 
restricted to aM,*, etc.) 
+ H.-,(L *) + fk5(aivI*) -+ 
The vertical maps S are defined by taking an element [bl to 1+-‘(b)]. If the mapping cylinders 
were the total spaces of oriented two-disc bundles, S would be the inverse of the Thorn 
isomorphism. 
Remembering that the dimension of L is 2n - 5, and the dimension of LI is 2n - 7, we have: 
(i) H,,_-4(L*) is known by the induction hypothesis. 
(ii) S,,, and SM, are Z(p) isomorphisms. 
(iii) K&f,*) = 0 
(iv) Tor(H._s(aM,*)) = 0 
(v) H&N,*; Z) = 
c 
;bb+,, ; ;;I, b = rank (H.-4LJ) 
(vi) H,_4(aM,*)+H._,(N,*) and Hn--2(HI, R,)+H&F,, P,) are injective. 
(ii)- follow from considerations similar to those we have repeatedly used earlier in the 
proof. 
Thus any p-torsion in H,,_,(L *) must come from the cokemel of the map i,: &-4(aM,*)+ 
H._,(N,*) and p-torsion in H&E, 8) comes from the cokernel of the map i,: H,-z(Hl, RI)+ 
Hn_2(F,, P,). Suppose n is odd. We know I-I,-,(L*) and so the lemma follows by noting that SN, 
is multiplication by r, = 
(order of group fixing L ,) 
(order of group fixing L)’ 
To see this, note that the exact sequence of the pair (F,, P,) shows that a: IiLz(FI, PI)-, 
H._,(F,) is an isomorphism. But F’, is homeomorphic to N1 and r: N, --, LI is a homotopy 
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equivalence, where r is projection in the tubular neighborhood. a 0 S,, is defined geometrically 
by taking the orbits in N, over a cycle in N ,*. Since r, is the isotropy of L, in L, r is an ri-fold 
cover on principal orbits. This shows r * 0 a 0 S,.,, is multiplication by ri and hence S,, is. This 
argument also works with n even, after splitting off a Z(p) factor from H,-4(N,*) and 
H,-z(F1, F,). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 7, if we note that r, = 
C({l,..., 1, ,..., j-2 ,..., j3,.. . , n + m}), where L, = K n {z E C”‘“Jz,, = .zh = Zj, = O}. Thus we 
have completed the proof of Theorem 3(ii). 
Remark. Suppose K is defined by a weighted homogeneous polynomial (see [5], [6], 171). As 
long as the form of the polynomial is such that we can find the submanifolds L is it possible to use 
the technique of proof of Theorem 3 to calculate homology torsion. For instance, if 
p(z,, z2,. . . , z”+l) = ZIO’ + z1z*%+ * * . + Zn_,ZnO” + i&z:;3 
Iz,+, = 
one may always define L by K tl 
0) or K II {zn = z”+, = 0) and thus prove conjecture 3.3 of [7] for this particular 
polynomial. In fact, one can in this way prove conjecture 3.3 of [7] for all manifolds K defined by a 
polynomial which is the sum, in disjoint sets of variables, of Brieskorn polynomials and 
polynomials of type p above. However, these techniques definitely do not work for the weighted 
homogeneous polynomial 4 (z,, . . . , z,+,) = z,~~z~ + zzp2z3 + - * . + z.‘nz,, +, + z >t?z,. 
We point out that these results offer evidence supporting conjecture 3.1 of 171, which remains 
unsolved. 
Remark. Recent work with P. Orlik (Orlik and Randell, The monodromy of a weighted 
homogeneous variety, preprint) gives geometric techniques for computing the integral 
monodromy of the polynomial p, and thus using [5] gives another technique for computing 
homology torsion. 
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